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The all-in-one guide to everything you need to know to start an online businessStarting an online
business can be a tricky undertaking. Luckily, Starting an Online Business All-in-One For
Dummies, 4th Edition gives you the business savvy needed to make your online business boom.
Cutting through technical jargon and hype, this plain-English guide arms you with everything you
need to succeed, from developing a business plan and designing your website to making the
most of marketing through social media—and everything in between. Plus, you'll get ideas for
funding your online start-up, tips for moving your brick-and-mortar customers online, ways to
breathe new life into a tired business, the latest on trademarks and copyrights, and much
more.Includes updated information on web page design with HTML 5 and CSS, new analysis
tools, and search engine optimizationGives you trusted information on Internet securityCovers
niche and advanced e-commerce topicsIf you're in the exciting position of planning, launching,
or maintaining a successful online business, this all-encompassing guide will make you an
online entrepreneur in no time.

From the Back Cover11 BOOKS IN 1Online Business BasicsLegal and AccountingWebsite
DesignOnline and OperatingInternet SecurityBoosting SalesRetail to E-TailStorefront
SellingFundraising SitesNiche E-CommerceE-Commerce AdvancedEverything you need to
know to start and run a great online businessAlways wanted to start an online business, but you
didn’t know where to begin? You’re in luck! This complete guide features eleven books in one to
bring you everything you need to dive right in. Get into the basics and then move on to more in-
depth topics such as accounting, website design, security, marketing, fundraising, and e-
commerce!Basics and beyond — find out how to start from scratch and get up and running with
your online business in no timeKeep the books like a pro — discover the various legal structures
for your business, then find out how to keep the books in orderAll things Internet — design your
website, choose the perfect web host, and make the most of search engine trafficKeeping things
secure — keep things secure by following all the latest and greatest best practices in Internet
securitySkyrocket sales — increase traffic, jump into social media, master SEO techniques, and
drive your new business’s salesFind your niche — discover niche markets and how they can
lead to tremendous success, and learn how to spot e-commerce trendsOpen the book and
find:Tips on creating a business planCritical legal and accounting infoThe lowdown on website
design and hostingRevenue models specific to the webHow to take your operations onlineTips
on building and running fundraising websitesA complete overview of niche e-
commerceAdvanced e-commerce information to drive businessAbout the AuthorShannon
Belew is the co-owner of several online businesses and writes the Huntsville Times’ column,
“Today’s Home Office.” Joel Elad holds a BS in Computer Science & Engineering from UCLA



and is the author of LinkedIn For Dummies, 2nd Edition.
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Petit Suisse, “Lots of useful information for new entrepreneurs. I got this book for a college class,
and it was pretty intimidating at first with its 800+ pages.But it's a really really good book on the
subject and worth the read!!Part of it are a little dry, but most of the sections are kept brief and to
the point, so even if you're not overly enjoying the topic, you're getting what you need to know
from it, and it's information that will help your business that you might not have considered
otherwise.The sections are nicely split up so that, although as a previous reviewer mentions, it's
not 11 books in one, you can still kind of pretend it is, and tackle the pages by subject area. That
way you can concentrate on learning one thing at the time and don't feel you have to rush
through 800 pages, but instead can split it into chunks of around 200 pages at a time while still
getting complete information.Really surprised by this book, considering it's in the for Dummies
series, and only costs around 30. Well worth it if you're considering starting an online business,
or an offline business with online aspects, such as a website or an online store.I borrowed a
digital version of this book initially, but found it hard to follow or jump to sections that way. I much
preferred the big heavy print version, maybe also because it fed my ego looking at how many
pages I'd gotten through as I worked through the course and book.”

KatieS, “A good practical guide.. I'm still working my way through the book, but since there are
no other reviews, I'll share my thoughts so far...This book is a great starting point for getting your
online business going. Consider it a basic outline for all the factors you're going to have to
consider when starting your business. You won't find all the answers you need here, but this
book will get you pointed in the right direction. As far as I can tell, the information is very up-to-
date, which I imagine is a big challenge for a printed book about operating on the web.Many of
the most popular books about online business creation are more inspirational. This book is
practical. I think a good mix of the two is in order. So if you're looking for a practical guide, this is
a nice option to consider.My only (minor) complaint is the silly "11 books in 1" tagline. No, it's not
11 books. It's one book with 11 sections. Just because the editors didn't bother to tie all the 11
sections in together, doesn't mean you get 11 books. But that's ok. I didn't want 11 books (who
would?).”

Cryptokid, “Good information. The book took just one day to arrive, was in new condition, and
was $10 cheaper than Barnes and Noble! Starting an online business is much more difficult than
I realized. This book has so much information I am excited to continue reading. It is my first time
buying a for dummies book and with all the visual information I should have been buying earlier.
Good read so far!”

Edward Sanko, “Highly suggest you buy this book if you have never had a business.. I am still
reading the book. Data is extremely helpful especially in the area of legal requirements for a
business. Thank you to the authors for assembling this work as it makes it much easier to create



a plan on creating my own business.”

constantlyonthemove, “Good big book to get you started. This book has definitely helped me
start building my company. It has all the basics to hep you build your company, market it, and
help with the build of your website. I found my website builder didn't offer much, especially when
it comes to putting policies on the site, and this book helped me make great suggestions for
other future companies using their website building platform.”

Melita Long, “Not bad. Loaded with information but not that encouraging.”

kieron barnes, “Great Book. It is a very good book, as i have read only 126 pages and there is
already good information if this is the first book and thing you learn from. I read about 20 pages a
night sometimes, it just varys upon the time i have between work, and school.”

Sanjivi, “A Marvellous Book on online business. The book is literally a blue print for starting an
online business. Such a complex business model is put in simple terms clearing the doubts
many are likely to have on the tech jargons. Wonderful. A small issue is that the all the letters of
the words in the index of the book appear in a vertical form while reading from laptop. The book
as such is easily readable both on the laptop and on kindle. A must buy for anyone who wants to
start with a framework to organize their ideas and to put them in to action online. Great effort by
the Authors.”

Jazz87, “Übersichtlich und hilfreich. Hallo Zusammen, das Buch ist für mich echt hilfreich und
begleitet mich durch den gesamten Prozess meinen Business Vorhabens. Von der Idee bis hin
zur Umsetzung liefert das Buch hilfreich Tips, Beispiele und Anleitungen. Würde dieses Buch für
solche weiterempfehlen, die eine lukrative BusinessIdee haben, jedoch nicht wissen, wie sie
diese umsetzen wollen/können.”

Elïzaa A.S, “Good bundle of info. It’s good . More US based when it comes to certain examples
or website to check out though, but overall information if everything is good. Only on book 2!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Excellent book very well priced,”

Mr J D Clay, “Four Stars. good and informative”

The book by Shannon Belew has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 210 people have provided feedback.
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